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Abstract 
. We have used a new code, CCLTRACE to 

estImate error and tolerance limits for two possible 
exa~plt;s of a 1284-MHz, 70- to 600-MeV coupled
cavlty lmac (CCL) for the SSC linac. By calculating 
the dynamics of the beam center as well as the beam 
ellip;ooid, ~CLTRACE can efficiently perform error 
studles usmg Monte Carlo techniques. 

The Code CCLTRACE 

After a CCL is designed, its performance is 
usually checked by a multIparticle SImulation code 
such as CCLDYN, which can estimate beam loss and 
emittance growth and display beam Rrofiles and 
phase-space projections at Jloints along the length of 
the QCL. Toe c9de CCLTRACE replaces the multi
particle dynamIcs of CCLDYN with the beam 
ellipsoid dynamics of TRACE 3-D.l CCLTRACE is 
related to CCLDYN in the same way that 
PARTRACE" is related to PARMI LA. 

Ken Crandall developed CCLTRACE to estimate 
the effects that are due to the presence of various 
error conditions, singly or in combinations for CCLs. 
yvhe~ tolerance limits on one or more typ~s of errors 
m .alignme.nt ?r ~eld adjustment (random over a 
umf<?rm dlstnbutlOn of ± sRecified limit) are 
specIfied! CCLT~ACE can calculate probability 
dlstnbutlOn functlOns for various effects on the beam 
For example, for a specified set of tolerances the user 
c~n determin~ the probability that the bea~ center 
WIll not be dIsplaced from Hie axis by more than a 
ce,rtain distance or that the outer edge of the beam 
WIll not go beyond a certain fraction of the available 
bore. Using mformation generated by CCLTRACE 
the CCL designer can set reasonable tolerances o~ 
the various tyjJes of unavoidable errors. 
Alternatively, ~eLT~ACE can help establish the 
need for corrective actlOn along the structure in order 
to compensate for the effects oterrors within specified 
tolerance limits. 

To glenerate the probability distributions the 
code runs a large ,nu.mber of "traces" for a spe~ified 
set of tolerance limIts. At each element, random 
values within the tolerance limits are chosen for the 
errors .. Maximum values for the beam parameters 
and emittances are saved for each trace. At the end of 
a run, these values are sorted and a probabilitv 
distribution is obtained. . 

CCLTRACE can be used for error estimates for 
CCLs with either singlet or doublet focusing lattices. 
The tYJles of error conditions that can be handled by 
CCLTRACE, singly or in combinations, are 

a. quadrupole displacements 
b. quadrupole rotations (roll) 

quadrupole tilts (pitch and yaw) 
quadrupole gradient errors 
doublet displacements 

c. 
d. 
e. 
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f. doublet tilts 
g.. doublet rotations 
n doublet gradient errors 
1. tank displacement 
j.. accelerating field amplitude errors 
k accelerating field phase errors 
1. initial beam mismatch errors 

Error and Tolerance Estimates 
for SSC CCL Design Example 

The effects that are caused by some errors are 
more serious than effects caused by other errors. We 
shall, in what follows, illustrate the results obtained 
using CCLT~ACE for .two C.CL design. examples. 
One of these IS a CCL WIth a smglet focusmg lattice. 
~he other design example is based on a doublet lat
tice. Both design examples, described in a companion 
paper3, accelerate 25 rnA of H- ions from 70 to 600 
MeV. EoT=6.5 MV/m, and the phase advance per 
period is 70° for both of the 1284-MHz CCLs bemg 
considered. Probability distributions were generated 
from a set of 100 traces for each error condition 
described. The beam edge was assumed to extend to a 
distance of three times the rms width, (30). 

Error Estimates for CCL with a Singlet Focusing 
Lattice 

Each of the 66 tanks consists of 20 cells. The 6-
cm-lon~ quadrupole (quad) singlets are centered in 
the 5 'JJ2 space between tanks, and the gradients 
range rom 3.41 to 4.45 kG/cm to maintain the 70° 
zero-current phase advance. Bore diameter is 2.54 
cm. 

The types of errors included in this study were 
magnetic quadrupole displacements

l 
quad tilts (pitch 

and yaw), quad rotations (ro11), quae gradient errors 
and tank displacements. The gradient errors cause 
the beam to become mismatched and hence to 
oscipate in size. Quad rotations mix the x and y 
motlOns and cause an effective emittance growth in 
the x-x' and y-y' phase-space projections. The other 
types of errors cause the beam to oscillate about the 
eeL axis with an amplitude that depends on the 
random errors chosen for the misalignments. All of 
these errors cause the beam to come closer to the tank 
bore and can result in particle loss. 

One measure of the effect of these errors is the 
bore filling factor. For a given set of random errors, 
at some pomt along the CeL (at 30 for example) the 
b~am edge will come closest to th~ tank bore. The 
distanc~ from the CCL axis to this point on the beam 
edge will be denoted by r ax. The maximum filling 
fact.or, flTlax , is defined to ~e r qlax divided by the bore 
radms. A value of 1 for fmax therefore denotes beam 
scraping at the 30 level. 

The probability distributions of fWax, obtained 
when the error tolerances on quad Olsplacements 
w~re 0.002", 0.004", and 0.006" are shown in Fig. 1. 
pIs'pla~ement errors of 0.002" seem to have an 
mSIgmficant effect on fma '. Even with a 0.004" 
tolerance, there is a 90% pniliability that fma~ will be 
less than 0.6. The beam is very insenSItive to 
quadrupole pitch and yaw errors. A tolerance of 
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50 mrad caused no effect on fmax. Also tank 
displacement errors with a tolerance of 0.010" ~aused 
an msignificant effect on fa",. 

The probability distri~utlOns of b,nax produced by 
error tolerances of 1% 2% and ::>"10 in the quad 
gradients are shown in Fig. 2. A 1% tolerance has no 
effect on fma~ a 2% tolerance gives a 90% probability 
that fma,x WIll be less than 0.6; a 5% tolerance is 
unacceptable. 
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Fig. 1. Probability distribu
tion of fmax (r max + bore radius) 
for random quad displacement 
errors within ± 0.002",0 .004", 
and 0.006" for the singlet design 
example . 
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Fig. 2. Probability distribu
tion of fmax (r max + bore 
radius) for random ± I, 2, 
and 5% quad gradient errors 
for the singlet example. 

The probability distribution for fmax produced by 
a combination of errors ± (0 .004" quad displace
men~s, 5-mrad quad tilts, l~,quad ro~ations, 2% quad 
gradIent errors, and 0.010 tank dIsplacements) is 
shown in Fig. 3. For this combination, there is a 95% 
probability tbat fmax will be less than 0.8. 
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Fig.3. Probability distribution of fmax (r max + bore radius) for a 
combination of random errors for the singlet lattice, as described in 
the text. 

Figures 4 and 5 show the projections of the 
e~uiva1ent uniform beam (total widtli is equal to v'5 
times the rms wldth) on the x, phase and energy axis 
whe~ there are no errors (Fig. 4) and when there is a 
particular set of rand<:>m errors (Fig. 5). Figure 4 
s~ows that the beam IS well matched and on axis. 
Flgure 5 sJ10ws the beam <:>scillating about the axis 
and becommg somewhat mIsmatched (on the x axis). 
The error tolerances used in producing Fig. 5 were 
0.004" quad displacements, 0.010" tank displace
ments, 2% quad gradient errors, and 10 phase errors. 

Error Estimates for eeL 
with Doublets Between Tanks 

Each of the 54 tanks consists of 24 cells having a 
bore diameter of 2.0 cm. Quadrupole doublets are 
centered in the space between tanks. Each doublet 
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Fig 4. Beam size of singlet lattice with no errors. 
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Fig. 5. Beam size of singlet lattice with a combination of random 
errors within ± -- 0.004" quad displacements, 0.010" tank 
displacements, 2% quad gradient errors and 10 phase errors. 

consists of two 15.3-cm-Iong quadrupoles with 21.3 
cm between quad centers. The quad gradients range 
from 2.67 to 4.94 kG/cm to maintain the 700 zero
current phase advance per period. 

The types of errors included were doublet 
displacements, doublet tilt (pitch and yaw), doublet 
rotation (roll), and doublet gradient errors. In 
general, systems of doublets are less sensitive to 
displacements and rotations, but much more 
sensitive to tilts . The axis of the doublet is defined to 
be the straight line passing through the center of 
each of the two quadrupoles. Each quadrupole pair 
for a given doublet is assumed to have perfect relative 
alignment. The tilt angle is the angle between the 
doublet axis and the reference axis. 

The probability distributions for fma,x produced by 
0.005", 0.010", and 0.015" doublet displacements are 
shown in Fig. 6. Error tolerances between 0.005" and 
0.010" appear to be acceptable. The sensitivity. of 
fwax to doublet tilt errors is given by the probabIlity 
<1lstributions shown in Fig. 7 for tilts of 0.25, 0.50, 
and 0.75 mrad. The tolerance on doublet tilt errors 
should be less than 0.50 mrad . Similarly, Figs. 8 and 
9 show that doublet gradient errors of 2% and doublet 
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rotation errors of 2° should be acceptable. These 
latter two tolerances should be easy to meet. 
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Fig. 6. Probability distribu
tionof fmax for ±0.005",O.010", 
and 0.015" random doublet dis
placement errors. 
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Fig. 8. Probability distribu
tion of fmax for random doublet 
gradient errors of ± 2% and 4%. 
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Fig. 7. Probability distribu
tion of fmax for random 
doublet tilt errors of ± 0.25, 
0.50, and 0.75 mrad. 
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Fig. 9. Probability distribu
tion of fmax for random 
doublet rotation errors of 
± 1°, 3°, and 5°. 

A. pro?ability distribution for f IJroduced by a 
combInatlOn of doublet errors (o . oTB~ aisplacement 
0.5-mrad tilt, 3° rotation and 2% gradient errors) is 
sl:own in Fig. 10. All of these tolerances are IJrobably 
hIgher than would be accepted or could be acliieved. 
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Fig. 10. Combination of doublet random errors within ± -- 0.010" 
displacement , 0.5-mrad tilt, 3° rotation, and 2% gradient errors. 

.Figures 11 and 12 show the x, phase and energy 
projections along the CCL for no errors (Fig. 11) ana 
for a combinatlOn of errors (Fig. 12). The error 
tolerances. used in producing FIg. 12 were 0.010" 
d~)Ublet displacements

h 
0.5-mrad tilt, 0.010" tank 

dIsplacements, and 1 ° P ase errors. 

Conclusion and Recommendations 

. The. CCLTRACE program is a useful tool for 
estimatIng the effects of various alignment and field 
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Fig. 11. Beam size of doublet lattice -- no errors. 
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Fig. 12. Beam size of doublet lattice with combination of random 
error conditions within ± -- 0.010" doublet displacements, 0.5-
mrad tilt, 0 .010" tank displacements and 1 ° phase errors. 

stren~th errors in a CCL. Tank displacements of 
0.010 should be relatively easy to achieve and 
should have no significant effect on the beam. 
Quadrupole displacements should be less than 
0.004". Quadrupole gradient errors should be less 
than 2%, and quad rotations should be less than 0.5°. 
If doublets are used instead of singlets, the acce~table 
disRlacements can be between 0.005" and 0.010', and 
doublet rotations of 2° would not be serious. The 
tightest tolerance is on the doublet tilt, which should 
not be much larger than 0.50 mrad. 
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